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Portland Painter agrees to settlement with Department of Justice 
 

 

Salem—On November 5, 2010, Portland area painter Michael Lyons, doing business as Lyons 

Paint Removal or LPR Northwest, Inc. agreed to the terms outlined in Oregon Department of 

Justice’s Assurance of Voluntary Compliance (AVC). 

 

The AVC is a voluntary agreement requiring that Lyons not violate Oregon laws regarding 

construction contracting and to cease performing construction work unless properly licensed.  

 

Neither Lyons Paint Removal nor LPR Northwest, Inc. has an active Construction Contractors 

Board (CCB) license. CCB records show more than $30,000 combined, in disciplinary fines for 

these companies for working while unlicensed.  

 

In October 2010, the CCB received a complaint on possible open flame burning of paint on a 

home that may have contained lead-based paint. The CCB investigator found Lyons working on 

the job and determined that the contractor’s licensed had been suspended and had several 

outstanding civil penalties. Additionally, the house in the complaint was determined to be “target 

housing” for containing lead-based paint.  

 

CCB’s Special Investigations Unit submitted the case to Oregon Department of Justice Financial 

Fraud Division resulting in the AVC. 

 

The CCB strongly encourages consumers to verify a contractor is actively licensed. Consumers 

can easily check the license and complaint history at www.oregon.gov/CCB or by calling 503-

378-4621. 

 

Licensed contractors have a bond and insurance which offer some financial protections if 

something were to go wrong. Homeowners can get help resolving construction-related disputes 
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within a year from the time the work was substantially completed or the work stopped. These 

protections are only available if the contractor is licensed with the CCB.  

 

Contractors and consumers can report illegal activity on the CCB website or by calling the 

agency at 503-378-4621. Consumers can also pick up tips on having a successful construction 

project by visiting the consumer help page at  www.oregon.gov/CCB .  
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